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UI/UX Engineer
Alpharetta, GA

Profile

$ 561-307-4710

Work
Senior UI/UX Engineer
Brightstar (Alpharetta, GA)

UI/UX Engineer with over eighteen
years of experience. Versatile
professional with experience ranging
from large corporate endeavors to
smaller, startup-based projects.
I love cars, the outdoors and gaming
(when I have time). I’m always
looking at details in everyday
situations and seeing how I can use
them creatively as a design/theme.

Manage a small team responsible for UX standards and
appearance.
Feb 2017 to
Present

Aided in the design of the new mobile application and did all of
the front end code. (Xamarin-Xaml)
Applied a UI refresh on the core web application to make it
easier to read and more modern.
Trained and worked with most of the devs on front end
standards, responsive design and accessibility.

Skills
HTML 5
CSS 3.0
Bootstrap 4.3
Responsive Design
Workflow
Wireframes
Jquery
Javascript
Xamarin
Accessibility
Design
Documentation
SQL
MySQL

Senior Software UI/UX Engineer
Nextgear Solutions (Alpharetta, GA)

Aug 2014 to
Feb 2017

Updated Enterprise web application with a new UI that
increased code reusability and decreased the number of images
loaded/used. Customers thought the application ran faster post
release and we saw a jump in satisfaction and use.
Redesigned the mobile application using new technology
(Xamarin Forms) to increase the user acceptance and ease of
use compared to the current mobile application.
Create UI/UX that simplifies and eases product usability while
keeping an easy and reusable code base.

Memberships/Groups

Senior Software Engineer
LexisNexis (Boca Raton, FL)

UXPA – User Experience
Professionals Association

Worked on a new stand-alone C# web application that was a
rewrite to an existing installed application. Worked with a
remote team gathering information on what wasn’t documented
to meet requirements.

LinkedIn Groups - UX
Professionals, UI/UX User
Experience Interactive Designer/
Wireframes, Angular 2, Xamarin
Developers, CSS Designers &
Developers

Sept 2008 to
Aug 2014

Delivered 2 XML/XSLT integration applications used during the
merging of products after an acquisition that were released
earlier than expected saving hundreds of thousands of dollars.
Implemented designs from our UI department and worked with
engineers to span the gap from conception to delivered
functionality on new eﬀorts.

